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.sense. An intelligent selection of food means less
waste, smaller grocery bills, better health, better
nourished bodies. The least nutritious foods are
often the most expensive.'. For breakfast take two
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General Admission, - 50c
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Beautiful Souvenirs to Ladies at
Ladles' Dally Dime Matinee.

and heat them in the oven to restore :crispness"and
then pour hot milk ovar'tienian. yoyi. have a"
warm nourishing meal that will supply all the . .
'
strength needed for a half ;day's :work;-atcbs- t
.,

.

of four or five cents.
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Scrved with stewed prunes, baked apples, canned
peaches or sliced bananas themeal fa even "morro
.'
wbolesome and satisfying.
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RAFAEL NAVAS
gaUaeat stpaalah Itaalat, Direct Wram
&Jtearsaaa Orchestra, Palis,
Bg BZOTTAI.
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Beats oa Sals Owl Brag
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MTelcal FVIvolItv.
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AMD TAtrBaTvTUM
BXTMATAttAMSA
V,lth joe M. K.eiom ',orence sulis ana
B. Scar.loa (all with "the CoBego
Geora-leet eeaeonl. Beaoly Chorus.
Olrle'
Mxse MAtlnse Zvery Week Bay.
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Matinee an Might
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--SCHOOL or ACTIWtV
Bast eb is aa Bsases. Prkee He.
g Bay tttartlag Tharsaay. Bat, Mat,
Maary W. Bavsg prsaeata
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THE SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY,

,

LYRIC THEATER
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